Minor Hockey Association-Player/Coach Development Survey *

Do you have a designated position within your MHA responsible for
Player Development?
Answered: 108
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Does your MHA hire private hockey Instructors from outside your
organization for Player Development?
Answered: 108
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Minor Hockey Association-Player/Coach Development Survey *

If your MHA runs Skills Sessions, are those sessions available to all
members and the costs included in their registration fees or are those
sessions separate and an additional expense to the players choosing to
attend?
Answered: 87

Skipped: 21
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The previous season was included in fees because the dad volunteered his time.

1/29/2021 8:00 AM

2

The skill session we do run is just before the start of the year and is called a conditioning
camp it is run by local hockey volunteers and coaches .. The cost we charge for it goes
towards operating costs for the year it is a fundraiser..

1/28/2021 3:29 PM

3

We have done it both ways. We have done a kick start to the year where that was included in
fees, but we dont have it as a re-occuring thing that is build into fees since money can be an
issue for some.

1/28/2021 10:55 AM

4

Costs are included in fees

1/27/2021 7:44 PM

5

Yes available to all members for an additional cost outside of regular season registration

1/27/2021 5:33 PM

6

All of our players are allowed (hopefully expected) to go to powerskating and there is no
additional charge to them for the sessions.

1/27/2021 2:52 PM

7

Yes they are available to all players, cost is cover by fundraising.

1/26/2021 9:16 AM

8

KMH currently has Kent Woods coming to Kyle for 10 sessions re: PowerSkating & Skills
January 15th - March 5th, 2021. He offered to work with all age groups (U7-U15); Fees for
sessions were separate and KMH covered 50% of the cost to support player development.
Trach PowerSkating & Skills was hired by KMH and scheduled to come to Kyle Dec 4-6th,
2020. However, this winter camp was cancelled prior to SHA announcement on November 27,
2020 due to low enrollment. Camp was offered to U9,U11 & U13. Organizing Skill Development
camps prior to the season starting is difficult in Kyle because the ice is not ready until midOctober or beginning of November; this poses a problem with limited practices prior to
scheduled FVHL league games.

1/24/2021 4:47 PM

9

All sessions are covered in registration fees and are mandatory to attend.

1/22/2021 12:39 PM

10

Band pays for it through different grsants and or ran through the school

1/21/2021 11:58 PM

11

Separate cost. Considerations are to have them as one to give all an opportunity.

1/21/2021 7:28 PM

12

Yes and it was a open invitation to all players registered within our organization but was open
to players registered in other MHA but were from our First Nation

1/21/2021 10:50 AM

13

Yes available to everyone Sessions are separate. We do an 80/20 split. 80% is from
fundraising, 20% at time of event.

1/21/2021 9:27 AM

14

Separate additional cost

1/21/2021 8:51 AM

15

Once a year we offer a 4 day skills session, available for all players for a nominal fee of $20.

1/20/2021 10:54 PM

16

The powerskating sessions are mandatory for every registered player, this is included in fees.
This year we had one session per week for every division from U9 and up for 6 weeks.

1/20/2021 9:01 PM

17

GMH covers all the costs and it is available to all players

1/20/2021 5:42 PM

18

Separate and additional

1/20/2021 3:08 PM

19

Power Skating - additional charge as ran before season Skills - Girls Camp - additional charge
as ran before seaso Goaltending / Girls Skate - Runs on rotating week schedule and is free to
all KMH Members

1/20/2021 1:48 PM

20

They are additional but are subsidized by minor hockey for local players.

1/20/2021 12:43 PM

21

Yes all skill sessions are available to all members. Cost is additional to registration fees in
most cases

1/20/2021 12:09 PM

22

Yes available to all members and the cost is included with fees

1/20/2021 11:53 AM

23

If we bring someone in there is additional cost

1/20/2021 11:35 AM

24

included in fees and are in a practice time slot

1/20/2021 11:14 AM

25

They are an additional expense to the players choosing to attend.

1/20/2021 11:10 AM

26

Any costs are typically covered under their registration fees.

1/20/2021 10:45 AM
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27

Open to all included with fees

1/20/2021 10:26 AM

28

Included in our fees

1/20/2021 10:22 AM

29

power skating is for everybody and included in their fees We try to make skills available to
everybody at an extra cost

1/20/2021 10:22 AM

30

included

1/20/2021 10:20 AM

31

additional expense for those interested

1/20/2021 10:18 AM

32

Separate Expense.

1/20/2021 10:16 AM

33

They are seperate and additional fees that our association typically pays half to 3/4 of the cost
dependant on the financial situatuion

1/20/2021 10:14 AM

34

In the past it was paid by the players but we had planned on adding it into the fees in the future

1/20/2021 10:13 AM

35

Yes. Included in registration fees

1/20/2021 10:12 AM

36

it is extra cost to those that sign up

1/20/2021 10:07 AM

37

Separate and additional expense

1/20/2021 10:07 AM

38

seperate

1/20/2021 10:05 AM

39

All sessions are hockey camps separate from team practices and open to the anyone. This
means an additional fee.

1/20/2021 10:02 AM

40

included in fees

1/20/2021 10:01 AM

41

Cost was included. If it is separate then it becomes a financial decision who participates

1/20/2021 10:00 AM

42

We have had volunteers run some skills and skating sessions and charged separate from
registration just to cover ice rental

1/20/2021 9:56 AM

43

Open to all in the age group at additional charge. However our overall fees are extremely low.

1/20/2021 9:55 AM

44

These have been separate but partially subsidized for any member of our association.

1/20/2021 7:33 AM

45

The Trach sessions are optional and not included in fees

1/19/2021 8:51 AM

46

Separate and an additional expense

1/18/2021 7:04 PM

47

Costs are included in fees, we typically either allocate funds to the teams to arrange their own
additional skills sessions as they see fit or book the sessions for the organization.

1/18/2021 1:37 PM

48

Both. This year, for example, we hired Casey O'Brien and he brought Bud Holloway along for a
month at the start of the season. He came three times per week to work on things with the
kids(usually does dryland too but wasnt workable this year of course) and he did all kind of
skills including some goalie stuff and this was included in the membership fees so everyone
got to participate at no cost. We also do a Goalie Clinic that happens over three weekends and
MMHA pays a portion for any local goalies who want to participate and parents pay a small fee
too. Unfortunately we cannot afford to cover everything and keep our fees low but wish we
could

1/18/2021 12:24 PM

49

After evaluations are complete, we do not run skills sessions.

1/18/2021 11:55 AM

50

Skating Sessions are available to U11 down with U7 getting 2 sets per year. Goaltending is
available to U13, U11, U9. And also contact confidence is a session we put on for players and
Coaches of 2nd year U13's

1/18/2021 10:44 AM

51

We run it for age specific groups The U7-U9 may get a different instructor then the U11-U13

1/18/2021 10:05 AM

52

They were available to all, paid for by the association

1/17/2021 2:54 PM

53

Separate costs

1/16/2021 11:22 AM

54

Available to all and yes comes out of the fees

1/16/2021 9:03 AM

55

Some are included such as power skating with Leona and the goalie development as they are
out often and are incorporated into some practices. Other camps that we put on we charge a

1/16/2021 8:59 AM
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small fee ei 50 dollars so commitment is there and we don't have kids not showing up. Most
cost is still covered by minor hockey.
56

Goaltending instructions are available to all of our goaltenders

1/16/2021 8:54 AM

57

Additional expenses for players choosing to attend

1/16/2021 7:11 AM

58

Both

1/15/2021 8:48 PM

59

Additional expenses to the players choosing to attend or team fee added expense.

1/15/2021 7:43 PM

60

Power Skating included Skills sessions at a discounted rate

1/15/2021 5:53 PM

61

N/A

1/15/2021 5:35 PM

62

All members, cost included in registration fees

1/15/2021 5:05 PM

63

No we just run practices

1/15/2021 4:31 PM

64

Yes for all but we have had a few that were add on's that were a small cost to those that
participated.

1/15/2021 4:23 PM

65

Raise money for it

1/15/2021 4:06 PM

66

The ones we have ran the costs are an additional expense to the players choosing to attend.
The sessions were ran acquiring additional ice.

1/15/2021 4:01 PM

67

These are typically for coaches. Powerskating is offered to all U9 aged players and is paid for
by the association

1/15/2021 3:49 PM

68

It’s a first come first serve clinic & the participants are responsible to pay their own entry fee.

1/15/2021 3:47 PM

69

Zones run the skills sessions and charge a small fee to cover the direct cost

1/15/2021 3:42 PM

70

The P.E.P camps were at the participants cost and were available to all members. The power
skating cost was covered mainly by MMH and was available to all members at a cost of $35
for 8- 1 hour seasons.

1/15/2021 3:20 PM

71

Not sure yet waiting for covid to be done

1/15/2021 3:02 PM

72

Our mha pays the cost.

1/15/2021 3:01 PM

73

Separate cost, as we have to hire outside instructors to provide this service

1/15/2021 2:45 PM

74

We have a separate “development fund” that we use for player skill sessions.

1/15/2021 2:45 PM

75

August - players pay a fee Sept/ Oct - all male and female players in house league division
received free skill development practice sessions from above coaching mentors.

1/15/2021 2:44 PM

76

They have been available to all members in previous years & it was only this season that we
implemented a nominal $50 registration fee for the players that wanted to attend as the thought
was mainly to improve attendance at these events rather than covering the full costs of them
only to have poor attendance for each session. Unfortunately with the Covid-19 protocols I.
place, it went from amalgamated groups (based mainly on ages & abilities) to being based
solely on teams which made it more difficult to run with only 8 players from the same team
being required to participate in each designated ice time.

1/15/2021 2:44 PM

77

They are typically available to all members, along with neighboring MHA's. It is an additional
expense, TMHA members do get a discounted rate though typically.

1/15/2021 2:40 PM

78

For the power skating it is available to all members at no cost and for goalie camp there is a
small fee to attend

1/15/2021 2:34 PM

79

A bit of both.

1/15/2021 2:32 PM

80

Seperate and additional expense

1/15/2021 2:31 PM

81

We started doing a checking clinic every fall for our U13, U15and U18's. The U11's and U9's
were supposed to get skills and skating sessions this fall from Casey O'Brien but Covid put an
end to that

1/15/2021 2:27 PM

82

Yes available, and fees are covered.

1/15/2021 2:23 PM
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83

They are subsidized by our association, we pay for the ice time for any team/group to have
extra sessions but the fees directly associated to pay the instruct are on an individual basis.

1/15/2021 2:22 PM

84

It's available to all members. Costs are extra.

1/15/2021 2:22 PM

85

yes we do..no cost to anyone..

1/15/2021 2:22 PM

86

available to every player and sessions are covered in fees

1/15/2021 2:21 PM

87

This year we included it in the cost, prior years that have paid

1/15/2021 2:19 PM
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What does your MHA do from a Coach Development perspective? Do
you utilize any of the following within your Minor Hockey Association:
Answered: 82

Skipped: 26
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Do you pay for coaches to attend Professional Development Coaching
Opportunities?
Answered: 107

Skipped: 1
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